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Macquarie University AON Report
The Macquarie University Astronomy Open Night was held on
Saturday 7th September, and the NSWRA stand was again
popular.
This year we were allocated a prime position on the stage, which
allowed us to make the most of our display.
The tables were capably manned by David B, David C, Derek,
Mathias, Phill, Tim, George and his son, John, and Peter Berg –
thank you all!
We are grateful for Macquarie University allowing us to display
and for all their assistance.

All set up and ready for visitors

New rocket kits in stock!
Berg’s Hobbies at Parramatta has recently received a
delivery of Quest and Aerotech rockets, just in time for
Christmas.
He also has a range of single use motors to suit, including
the 18mm Q-Jet composite motors.
David C is planning to launch with one of these motors at
the next Whalan launch day – it should be interesting.

End of year party and AGM
Our last launch at Whalan for 2019 is scheduled for Saturday 30th
November. At the conclusion of launching, we will be holding the Annual
General Meeting, followed by the end of year party. Finger food and soft
drinks will be provided. At this stage, we are planning to have these in the
shaded area near the launch site. This means that you should bring
something to sit on and possibly a folding table. To accommodate these
activities, we are intending to start launching earlier, and shut down the
range by 11:00.
Further details will be sent closer to the date.

Upcoming Events
All launches are at Whalan Reserve unless otherwise noted
October
26
Launch Day
November
30
Launch Day – last for 2019
AGM to be held at the conclusion of launching
End of year party to follow

Launch Day 31st August
Number of launches: 35
Unfortunately no pics for this launch.
Some more new members today – James Taleb, Justine Scali (for her son, Alessandro), Michael Gilfillan, Geoff
Ingram, Harry Hall and Jeff Chang. Welcome!
There were so many good flights with only a few that were less than nominal

Launch Day 21st September
Number of launches: 36
Today’s launch coincided with the Blacktown City Games event.
The wet weather in the days leading up to the weekend meant there was some doubt as to whether it would go
ahead, but it was fine on the day, although it was very windy. The wet weather could account for the low number
of spectators.
We were honoured to have the mayor of Blacktown City Council, Stephen Bali, join us and press the launch button.
We were also grateful for the council providing participation certificates and medals for the prize-winners in the 2
competitions.
Competition results:
Saucer Duration
1st – David Cumming
2nd – Oscar Waterman
3rd – Blake Waterman
“Moonshot” (Spot Landing)
1st – Ron Bevitt
2nd – Sandeep Kapare
Unfortunately due to the strong winds no other rockets landed close enough to be awarded 3rd place

Mullaley weekend 28th – 29th September
Number of launches: 50
What an interesting weekend!
Hot weather, fire bans, strong winds and flies everywhere – and that was
just Saturday. At least George was able to launch one water rocket, and
what a great flight! With 1000psi his “Charlie” rocket achieved an altitude
of 2775 ft.
Fortunately the wind dropped considerably on the Sunday, and we
certainly made the most of it.
The university teams were prolific, with lots of good flights, and others…
not so good.
There were numerous MPR assessment and HPR certification attempts –
congratulations to all that were successful. For the others, it may be back
to the drawing board.
L1 attempts were made by Tom Nguyen, Harry Hall, Phill Morath and
Aaron Mai
L2 attempts were made by Vineeth Rao, Tim Banicevich and Tom Nguyen
Sydney University had their awesome “Silvereye”
rocket on display, and had 2 great flights with their
“Atock” and “Whitehead” rockets, both launched on
“J” motors
Pavlos Hanna also used a “J” motor in his “Mummy”
for a good flight.
After his successful flight on Saturday, George
launched “Charlie” again at an even higher pressure
(1150psi), and recorded an altitude of 3155 ft. You can
check out his excellent video of the flights on Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTArDzG2veg

